Uniform standard and procedures
Leaders will explain and demonstrate walking up for uniform inspection.

1. Leaders fall in Pack in an open square;
2. all members fall-in with their notebook, rope placed in front of them on the floor;
3. Sixers do a first check with their members first (giving the Sixers responsibility over
their own Six), making sure that they have everything, and adjust each other’s
uniform and beret where necessary;
4. When each Sixer is satisfied that their Six is ready for inspection, they can go to the
Pack leaders and invite the leaders to go to their Six for inspection;
5. The Sixer will salute to the leader, and communicating to the leader by saying “Red Six
is ready for inspection”;
6. The Sixer will then lead the leader to his or her own Six and also stand in line with his
or her Six members;
7. Sixer will call out “Red Six ALERT” bringing all the members to attention in the alert
position.
8. Sixer salute to leader again, and leader return salute to acknowledge and to start the
inspection;
9. Items to inspect – proper beret position, proper scarf position: adjusting to top of
shirt collar, badges in proper position, blue socks, and black shiny shoes, fingernails
cut properly, handkerchief, tip of the scarf at the back is in the center position, check
items on the floor in front of the members
10. After finishing the inspection of the entire Six, leader will go back to the Sixer and
both salute to each other, to signal that the inspection is completed
11. Leader will move back to where the leaders line up, slightly behind the Akela.
(rationale: there should only be one single voice talking to the Pack at any given time,
usually the Akela, so that the Pack can focus their attention to. Similarly, when
another leader needs to address the Pack, the speaking leader should be given the
floor and stand in the middle so that the leaders is the focus of attention )

